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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

Gondolier

Arcimboldo

Italian Flag Metallic

Italian Flag Decal

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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I rate the game Inside Me 2.5\/5. It's almost OK. Actually, if it wasn't so amazingly frustrating, it actually would've been good.

This game gets a lot right. It has good graphics (for a game of its genre), interesting gameplay mechanics, good controls, great
music (I really wish there was a soundtrack for this game but there isn't), good sound and an interesting setting. But for all this it
gets one important thing very, very wrong; This game is too hard.

This game too hard for commentators who try to play it on youtube. It is freaking hard and as a direct result it is extremely
frustrating. To make matters worse, the fact that this game gets so much right makes the act of trying to play it (and repetitively
failing) that much more frustrating. And then, to top it all off, if you really love this game's music like I do, THERE IS NO
SOUNDTRACK WHICH YOU CAN BUY and the music isn't even on youtube.

My recommendation? Avoid even getting involved with this game. I was able to get to the second boss (the one right after the
travel, cell-dodging section) but that was it. I was unable to finish this game. Argh! And as hard as the normal game levels are,
the bosses are 2-3 times worse if you can believe it. So frustrating!. It is a real fun game that is very promising. This a great
single player game with excellent graphics.. -Pay to Win
-Only jeeps or heavy tanks on mode TANKS
-at zombie mode only example miniguns.. Charming adventure game with a very nice style but the puzzles are too simple for
adults and the controls are far more complicated than they need to be. I understand what they're going for here but sometimes
you dont' need to reinvent the wheel. The wheel was fine as it was.. Pick it up for under $5, worth an hour or two of your time!.
It's a game about hitting things with particles. That's your one sentence elevator pitch right there. YOU HIT THINGS WITH
PARTICLES.

And it works. To a point.

It's a really weird game because when it works, when your play and the game come together and you're spinning around this
arena with your swarm of particles (hence "Swarm Arena") smacking the hell out of whatever comes your way, it feels
tremendous. The way the music kinda syncs up with your actions and it feels like you're performing some sort of ballet of
particle death and that, honestly, is really, really something.

But then you start to lose and a lose state in the game isn't quick and clean, it's the slow removal of your abililty to play the game
as your swarm gets wittled down and wittled down. It's not quite a walk of shame a la Ridiculous Fishing, it's more that it seems
like no-one could work out how to do this cleanly and fairly and just sort of went "that'll do". It wouldn't be such a big sin if it
didn't drag the game out and into a state where it's just not, briefly, enjoyable to play. It's like your overriding memory of the
last round isn't the bit where you're swooping round smacking everything with your particle army, it's the bit where you're
trapsing around trying to keep these two particles going to get a few extra points. It doesn't even feel like clinging on
desperately, just sort of "oh. well."

Nevermind though because Swarm Arena is worth it for the moments where you are THE PARTICLE KING and no-one wants
to stop THE PARTICLE KING because THE PARTICLE KING has ALL the particles and he'll particle up your face. Or
something like that.

Look, it's good except for the endgame bit, OK?
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I couldn't get past the tutorial without getting nauseous. Tried both methods of control. Artificial rotation is a BIG no-no, even
with the comfort features. Ignoring that, locomotion doesn't allow strafing in any direction or looking around. There's strafing
and backpedalling pressing the grips, but it's super awkward.

If you have a 180 degree setup, don't get sick with smooth rotation, and like football, you may enjoy this.. A good priced and
fun dlc the real board game is like 10X this amount so its good.
only dissapointing this is everybody needs it to play also they just added it where you can buy a copy called unlimited where not
everyone needs it.
this is great and fun and hilarious. would reccomend 10\/10
totaly worth it no regrets. i like this game but there are a few things they could add like pencil for the color white but the game
overall was good i recommend this also its great for playing guess what im drawing. I feel like the game is, even at a refund, too
expensive. The game is not horrible but 7$? I feel a price of 2-3.50 would be more fair.
Like I said the game is not horrible but at current price I don't recommend it.... Does this makes any sense? No, not at all. Is it
calming? Yes, and that's enough.

LTBL is just fine if you are tired after work and want some soothing experience.. I downloaded the DLC, I own the game, and it
didn't work, it says I have to purchase it again! I just don't know what I did wrong!. OK,

  I love this game, I stumbled upon it years back now and I was so happy to find it. The game is very In depth and is the type of
game where you can do anything you want in the game. There is alot to it so take your time but you can learn it. Not everyone is
goin to like it, but if you like strategy games, like C&C or othe planetary control type games this is what you have been waiting
for, I mean everything from government control, resource management and development, diplomacy, trading, military, soical
spending, space race, researching units and tech on huge tech tree of detail and scale and to top it off, you can be any country in
the world from the small island nations to the USA, China, Russia, France, and England - and there resepcted colonies of the
time, also there is many other small and medium sized countires which are independent and playable from a very unique
perspective. Military production and personell are under your direct control or you can let the AI do the work, you have a load
of options on how they approach through user controlled to cpu\/minister control also there is options for how agressive and
how many casualities you should sustain during battle. There is setup-up options galore for the map, you can win by economic,
military, sphere, complete and many more options so the game is playable at many angles and replayable (try being Ireland,
Liberia, Haiti, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and more) Also the historically acurate points of hisotry will\/should kick in i.e.
1939 invasion of Poland, Austrian takeover, Rhineland re-occupy, Invasion of france and Russia, now For military building and
deployment there is a very thorough and detailed unit line up with historically accurate units of the period army, navy, airforce.

check out my youtube intro video : http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nGyyWcdhjXk&feature=youtu.be

If you like hearts of iron 3 - this is a shoe in and I personally prefer it over HOI

This is a very detailed game - and it is not a resource hog untill mass units (keep fog of war on) -

Great Value at $30.00

It's in beta and this is just the beginning so Its only going to get better, with your constructive involvement with the fourms.
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Live Long, For give me 100,000 men and I shall conquer the world.. I never played a card battle game before and I must say this
can be addictive. There is a surprising amount of strategy involved as far as matching a cards skills toward who you are up
against.
Another thing I like is how there is a story path and different arena's (dungeons) that you can play. However whatever you do
can build into the other. It is easy to be caught up into the game and it has a lot of playability.. I need help because when i try
play it, it just say Unable to acquire writer access in UserData folder then it pops up saying Build 46631 please fix it. wierd
game

ok, but wierd
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